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Question A
Assume that we have data in the form of n independent realizations of random

variables, distributed as

(1) yi =

(
Yi
Xi

)
D
= N (µ,Σ)

i.e., y1, y2, . . . ,yn are mutually independent. The elements in the parameter vector
µ and matrix Σ are:

(2) µ =

(
µY
µX

)
, Σ =

(
σ2Y σXY
σXY σ2X

)
1. What is the formulation with two marginal model equations which is equivalent
to the information given above?

2. Assume that your research purpose is to study the conditional relationship
between Y as a regressand, and X as a regressor. How can you, for that
purpose, represent the information in the form a conditional model equation
and a marginal model equation?

3. Let ε1,ε2, ...,εn denote the error-term of the conditional model equation in your
answer to A2. Why is

Cov(εi,Xj) = 0 for all i and j,

given the assumptions above?

(Note: H&N Ch 10.2 is one reference to this exercise. In Bårdsen and Nymoen
(2011), see Kap 4.5.4 and 5.7. (Lecture 1 as well)

Question B
Download the Oxmetrics code file with SimdataLECT4.fl posted on the web

page (under Seminars, Batch file to Seminar 2 ).
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1. Read the code down to the break; command and note that there are three
variables that are created here: eps1, YM1 and YM1H. eps1 is the white-noise
innovation in the AR(2) process. It is generated as N(0, 1). Line 18 and 19
give two solutions of the AR(2) with autoregressive coeffi cients 1.6 and −0.9.
Line 24 gives the full solution, and line 25 gives the homogenous solutions.
The two solutions are dubbed YM1 (full) and YM1H (homogenous). (The
initial condition is set to 4 for both variables)

(a) Run SimdataLECT4.fland plot the three variables eps1, YM1 andYM1H
in a single figure. Use the full sample (default). Explain why YM1 can
be interpreted as a sequence of random variables, and YM1H as series of
deterministic variables.

(b) Change the autoregressive coeffi cient to 0.6 (first lag) and 0.20 (second
lag). Run the modified file and make a plot with the three series. Com-
pare with the figure from (a) and explain the differences.

(c) Change the autoregressive coeffi cients back to 1.6 and −0.9. Multiply
rann() by 0.5. What is the effect of this? Run the modified file, make
the graphs and compare to the graph from (a). What has happened?

(d) Keep rann()*0.5, but change the file in such a way that the expectation
YM1 is 1.0 and not zero. Run the file and graph YM1H as a check that
you got it right.

2. Assume that the we know that YM1 is generated by an AR(2) process, but
that we need to estimate the parameters. Use the data set from (1d) and use
PcGive (Models for time series data– Single Equation Dynamic Modeling) to
obtain the OLS estimates of the two parameters. Use a sample that begins in
1962 and ends in 2012. Comment on the results.

3. Use the Menu Test-Dynamic Analysis and check the box Roots of the lag
polynomial. What do you find? Are the estimated roots logically consistent
with the assumed stationarity of AR(2) in this case? Explain briefly.

4. What is the (approximate) ML estimate of the expectation of YM1? Give also
an approximate 95 % interval for this parameter. (Hint: Explore Test Menu
—> Dynamic Analysis, as an alternative to the Delta-method)

5. Assume that we do not know the order of the AR process. How could you pro-
ceed to try to identify empirically the correct lag-order? Apply your approach
in PcGive, and report the result.1d) above!
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